Build a Better Case
Load, search, cull, review,
and produce data

Our proprietary, cloud-optimized eDiscovery platform
Rational Review combines cutting-edge analytics, an
intuitive interface and simple pricing to help you quickly
uncover and review key evidence and build a better case.
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Key Features
Matter Dashboard

View a status summary of each matter,
including key metrics and activity history.

Predictive Coding

Use supervised machine-learning tools to
perform predictive coding for automated
document review.

Email Threading

View emails organized by thread with
integrated mail tampered detection.

Duplicate and Near
Duplicate Detection

Only look at one copy of any document
with customizable sensitivity.
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Key Features
Granular Security
and Data Segregation

Allow multiple parties to have various levels
of access to the repository and its data.

Intuitive Search

Basic to complex search to cull data with
statistical sampling.

Clustering

Use unsupervised learning to uncover similarities between documents based on topic.

Reporting and Automation

Use workflows, visualization, and reports to
monitor process, progress, and productivity.
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Key Features
Review and Coding

View, tag, and code documents
manually using a sophisticated
yet user-friendly review pane.

Integration With
Rational Governance

Load data from your Rational
Governance instance seamlessly.

Find out how Rational Review helps firms navigate the discovery process efficiently and cost-effectively.
CONTACT US TODAY »
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Key Benefits
Scalable Infrastructure

Self Administration

Data Security

Time & Cost Savings

Great User Experience

Proprietary Software

Rest assured in Rational Review’s reliability and
robust processing capabilities, powered by your
choice of leading cloud service providers.

To mitigate risk and keep data secure and accessible,
Rational hosts client data with only the most secure
cloud environments.

Rational Review combines cutting-edge functionality and
an intuitive user interface designed for speed, with rapid
search results, analytics, and document navigation.
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Every function of Rational Review is designed to be
completely self-service, including loading, production,
and settings for security and permissions.

Use our advanced analytics tool including predictive
coding to save time and costs in delivering to strict
deadlines.

Rational Review is built in-house, so you never pay
marked-up fees, and you can have direct input into
customizations.

Service that’s just as outstanding as our software
Professional Services
We’ve been specialists in eDiscovery for over 15 years, so our support personnel are industry veterans. And, with our
global presence, Rational’s client services team has ample experience handling multijurisdictional matters. Rational
also has a team of data scientists to provide clients more personal assistance with their predictive coding needs.

eDiscovery Managed Services
Rational Enterprise offers Managed Services to provide law firms and corporations cost predictability and efficiency
throughout the discovery process.

Transparent and Predictable Pricing
Rational eliminates uncertainty and unanticipated costs from eDiscovery. Our eDiscovery pricing is simple and
predictable, with a fixed-fee schedule for unlimited users and matters, tiered based on the amount of data.
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Use Cases
Litigation Review & Production

Investigations

When a litigation arises, Rational Review facilitates the easy
setup of a case, allowing you to take a more hands-on approach
to your matter. Documents can be loaded via a simple, but
powerful importing tool, which accepts almost all types of data,
including natives, text, images, and produced documents with
load files. Email Threading, de-duplication, and near-duplicate
detection are automatically run upon upload to the platform.
Automatically populated dashboards provide immediate
insights into key metrics across the site, allowing early case
assessment and review oversight.

Investigations can often involve quick turnaround times, with added
pressure for legal teams to interrogate data efficiently and costeffectively, while using defensible procedures. With Rational Review, a
corporate legal department can self-administer many tasks, including
upload of potentially relevant data; email Threading, de-duplication,
and near-duplicate detection are automatically run upon upload so
that extraneous data is set aside and correspondence is organized
logically. Locating key documents is then quick and simple using RR’s
powerful search and machine learning tools.

Intuitive search, advanced tools for both supervised and
unsupervised learning, and customizable review features will
give confidence that the review team has found all relevant
materials. And when you’re ready to turn over documents, our
production capabilities include flexible Bates stamping, slip
sheeting, configurable redactions, and load file creation in
accordance with requirements.
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M&A Deal Room
Rational review is ideally suited for Mergers and Acquisitions deal
room review and collaboration. Documents may be uploaded into
the review platform, where rich security, control, and auditing are
enabled. Security may be set all the way to the document level and all
user actions may be controlled and audited.

Discover how SiteLogistix and
Rational Review can streamline
your eDiscovery process
SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO TODAY

545 5th Ave. | Suite 501 | New York, NY 10017, United States | +1 212.719.4444
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